KINDLE APPLICATIONS
APPLICATION

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

50 STATES

Learn the states, capitals and much, much
more. The clickable map makes it easy to
look up a state.

Population, flag, largest city, motto, state
bird, area and highest point, quiz mode

Social Studies

Guidance
Suggested

AB MATH-FUN GAMES
FOR KIDS AND
GROWNUPS

More fun than math flash cards, kids love it
and enjoy learning mathematics. These cool
math games will help children be first in math!

Strengthens sequential abilities, mental
manipulation, attention and fine motor
skills.

Mathematics

All Ages

ABC PRESCHOOL
PLAYGROUND

This application includes three fun,
educational activities for toddlers and kids!
Whether in kindergarten, or going to attend
preschool, this is a great, learning app children

Learn the alphabet, learn number 1-10,
matching game, coloring pages, doodle

Literacy

Pre K- K

Alphabet coloring, 26 custom coloring
pages with letter models, professionally
recorded voiceover, easy to use layout

Literacy

All ages

100 amazing levels to test your creativity,
35 fully interactive objects and four fun
locations

Critical
Thinking

All ages

All four operators, addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. Adjustable
difficulty, numbers 9-9999. Exercises and
develops fine-motor control centers of the
brain

Mathematics

All ages

Exclusive virtual blackboard. Multiadaptive difficulty progression.
“Conceptual Understanding” questions and
practices. Designed by a teacher.

Mathematics

All ages

Use it to draw, play games like Hangman or
ever Tic Tac Toe, write notes or study.
Touch screen capabilities make writing and
erasing so quick and easy.

Writing

All Ages

ALPHABET COLORING

AMAZING ALEX

BLACKBOARD MATH TM

BLACKBOARD MATH TM
DECIMLAS

CLASSROOM
CHALKBOARD HD

Alphabet Coloring is a fun way to help kids
practice their ABCs. It includes 26 custom
made coloring pages for each letter of the
alphabet. In addition, each coloring page has a
professionally recorded voiceover. A is for
Apple...B is for Butterfly...C is for Cat!
This whiz kid has a boundless imagination and
a houseful of fun toys that can turn anything
into an adventure!
With 100 challenging levels across four funfilled locations, there’s a whole world of
creations to explore!
GET READY FOR SOMETHING
AMAZING!
Practice arithmetic just like Abe Lincoln.
Updated for the 21st century. Blackboard
Math uses the entire touch-screen as a virtual
slate for children to solve math problems
longhand. It is a modern improvement on the
traditional method of learning math through
careful, thoughtful practice.
Practice decimals just like Abe Lincoln.
Updated for the 21st century.
Blackboard Math Decimals uses Edison
Gauss' exclusive virtual blackboard so
students can show their work while solving
real math problems.
You have the choice of multiple images that
are built into the app or you can make your
own, even pick the color of chalk you use
Options for your own creativity on the
Classroom Chalkboard are virtually endless

APPLICATION

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

Learn about the countries of the world capitals, populations, languages, GDPs,
religions, flags & more. Test your knowledge
of world geography with quiz mode.

Interactive map, quiz mode, learn the
countries continent-by-continent. Find a
country by search, index or map. Learn
how to pronounce each countries’ name
(English only).

Social Studies

Guidance
Suggested

Form 5 different words of varying lengths
out of an array of 20 letters. Earn points
based on how many you make in a set
amount of time. Unblock badges based on
your accomplishments

Vocabulary

All Ages

Geometry, addition and subtraction, data
analysis and graphing, telling time, coin
value and recognition

Math &
Literacy

1st-2nd Grade

Sync notes across the computers and
devices you use. Create

Organization

All ages

IMDB

IMDb Movies and TV from IMDb is the
ultimate app source for your movie, TV, and
Hollywood celebrity questions. IMDb
includes over 2 million movie and TV titles
and over 4 million actors, actresses, movie
directors, and additional crew. View user and
critic reviews for both movies and TV and get
quotes from, and trivia about, your favorite
stars.

Access the IMDb database of 2 million
titles and 4 million cast and crew. Watch
trailers and read user and critic reviews.
Entertain friends with quotes, trivia, and
"goofs" about movies and celebrities.
Obtain movie show times and TV listings
for your local time zone. See what movies,
shows, and celebrities are currently getting
the most acclaim

Resource

Guidance
Suggested

INTERACTIVE TELLING
TIME FREE-LEARNING
TO TELLTIME IS FUN

Interactive Telling Time has 5 difficulty levels
to helps children master telling time
progressively (statistics is provided to help
keep track of your child’s progress).

Learn to set the time via interactive clocks
with movable hour/minute hands. Learn to
read a clock to tell time. Learn conversion
between analog & digital clocks. Learn
how to us AM/PM & 24 hour clock
notation. Quiz mode.

Time

3-12 years old

JUMBLED SENTENCES
FOR KIDS

Arrange words in the correct order and
complete the sentence. A fun and educational
app for children in Kindergarten and above.

Helps build a strong vocabulary. App
includes 150+ jumbled sentences. Simple
to complex sentences (increasing order of
complexity)

Vocabulary

All Ages

COUNTRIES OF THE
WORLD

DABBLE-THE FAST
THINKING WORD GAME

ELECTRIC COMPANY
PARTY GAME: LOST ON
PUNKSTER PLANET

EVERNOTE

Dabble HD is the kind of game that is as
simple as it is challenging. It rewards players
with quick wits, a large vocabulary, and
perfect spelling. You have to be on your toes,
since the goal of the game is to spell out five
separate words with just 20 letters as quickly
as possible. The trick is that the five words
must be comprised of a two-letter, three-letter,
four-letter, five-letter, and six-letter word. You
don't have to complete all five words to score,.
However, the more words you complete, and
the quicker you do it, the higher your score.
From wacky challenges to counting races, this
game will have your team laughing and
learning as you add, draw, discuss, think, act,
problem solve, and dance your way back to
Earth. The app is based on the PBS KIDS
series The Electric Company.
Evernote is an, easy-to-use, app that helps you
remember everything across all of the devices
you use. Stay organized, save your ideas and
improve productivity. Evernote lets you take
notes, capture photos, create to-do lists, record
voice reminders--and makes these notes
completely searchable, whether you are at
home, at work, or on the go.

APPLICATION

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

KIDS ABC LETTERS

Help your preschooler learn the ABCs with a
fun set of games. Intended for younger
children who need to learn or practice their
ABCs. With this fun, education-in-disguise
app, children will master the name and
appearance of each letter.

Choose from four different sections,
teaching different aspects of the alphabet.

Literacy

Pre K

KIDS ABC LETTERS LITE

This free version is fully featured but stops at
the letter H.

Play 4 fun letter games to master the name
and appearance of each letter. Enjoy
positive reinforcement and success

Literacy

Pre K

KIDS ABC PHONICS

Kids ABC Phonics teaches letter sounds and
the basics of blending via its four wonderfully
child-friendly sections.

Four kid friendly activities. Hear the ABC
letter sounds. Children can create their own
ABC picture blocks while reinforcing their
newly-formed phonics skills. Letter &
sound recognition. Blend phonics while
putting word puzzles together.

Phonics

All Ages

KIDS ABC PHONICS LITE

This free version only includes letters A to H
with all the features as the full version.

Four kid friendly activities. Hear the ABC
letter sounds. Children can create their own
ABC picture blocks while reinforcing their
newly-formed phonics skills. Letter &
sound recognition. Blend phonics while
putting word puzzles together.

Phonics

All Ages

KIDS LEARN TO READ

Kids Learn to Read is a delightful game that
invites preschool-aged children to practice
blending sounds together to read and spell
such simple words as "dog," "sun," and "big."

Entertaining teaching tool. Helps
children learn how to read by better
understanding letter names and
sounds. Choose from four different
sections, teaching different aspects
of the alphabet.

Phonics

All Ages

KIDS NUMBERS AND
MATH

Helps preschool and early elementary school
children learn their numbers and master basic
arithmetic skills. This package of brightly
designed, pleasantly narrated number
recognition and math games is made with little
hands and budding mathematicians in mind.

Children will learn to name, count,
compare, add, subtract and match
numbers. Kids get to learn basic
math skills in a way that's fun. Hear
numbers spoken in one of eight
languages.

Math

Pre K-3

APPLICATION

LETTER PAPER DELUXE

LISTS FOR WRITERS

MATH PACK FLASH
CARDS

MATH WORKOUT

MATH WORKOUT PRO

DESCRIPTION
Letter Paper Deluxe gives you more options
than just Letter Paper. This application gives
beginning and struggling writers a chance to
practice writing their letters and short words
without wasting paper. It also provides a
yellow highlighted space that will help
beginning and struggling writers learn correct
lowercase letter placement. For more writing
space just rotate the NOOK. From the menu
you can select "Preferences", which allows
you to set letters to practice, tracing style and
to show the yellow highlight. The "Learning to
Print" , will give you suggestions on what
order and how to teach the letter formations.
Lists for Writers is a great addition to any
writer’s toolbox. Helpful to both novice and
expert writers alike, this app delivers list after
list of prompts and ideas for your
brainstorming sessions: names, character
traits, plot lines, occupations, obsessions,
action verbs, and much more!
Math Pack is for kids (adults too) to practice
math flash cards in a challenging way to
sharpen their brain. This pack contains virtual
flash cards for Addition, Subtraction
Multiplication, Division, Algebra, Fraction,
Rounding, Roman numbers, Factors, Order of
Operations, Percentage, Divisible rules,
solving equations, Greatest common factor
and Least common multiple(more things are
on the way). Each Virtual Pack has four skill
levels A, B, C and D.
Suitable for all ages, Math Workout Lite tests
your ability to solve every day arithmetical
problems in your head under pressure. Work
your way through a variety of quick problem
sets designed to hone your speed and
accuracy, and then graduate to competitive
online play. The clock is always running, and
the game settings allow you to select from
several difficulty levels. Daily practice will
sharpen your skills and keep your mind active
and healthy.
Math Workout tests your ability to solve every
day arithmetical problems in your head under
pressure. Work your way through a variety of
quick problem sets designed to hone your
speed and accuracy, and then graduate to
competitive online play. The clock is always
running, and the game settings allow you to
select from several difficulty levels. Daily
practice promises to sharpen your skills and
keep your mind active and healthy.

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

When selecting what letter to trace, you can
select a single letter or multiple letters, so
you can enter words or even your name.
Option to show the yellow highlight. As the
writer becomes better you can turn off the
yellow highlight. You can select one of
eight pencil colors. This gives the kids a
choice of colors but not too many colors.
This way they stay focused on writing.
Helpful hints on learning what order and
how to teach letter formations.

Writing

Pre K +

Varied compilation of lists. Outstanding
Brainstorming tool. Stimulates writer's
imaginations. Appropriate for all ages and
levels.

Writing

All Ages

Math

All Ages

Math

All Ages

Math

All Ages

Offers a fun way to learn math. Practice
with flash cards on a wide variety of
subjects. Earn points for accurate and
speedy answers.

Challenge yourself with the Math Blaster
and submit your score. Online world
challenge mode lets you compete against
others. Choose your own wallpaper and
personalize the app.

Learn to do complex, rapid calculations in
your head. Build your kids' lifelong
arithmetical skills. Keep your brain
stimulated, active, and alert

APPLICATION

MINI DRIVERS-LEARN
TO COUNT AND
RECOGNIZE NUMBERS

NAME THAT CATEGORY
FUN DECK

NASA NOWT

OVER DRIVE MEDIA
CONSOLE: LIBRARY
EBOOKS & AUDIOBOOKS

PETER PIGS MONEY
COUNTER

PRE-ALGEGRA GUIDE
(HD)

DESCRIPTION
When driving the vehicle the object of the
game is to collect the items along the way. For
example, when driving the garbage truck, you
tap on the garbage cans to pick them up. This
enables the counting feature. Your child can
also collect other objects, such as balloons
which release items and the word of that
object is spoke to enable character recognition.
Students look at an illustration, and either
reads the prompt or touches the screen to
listen to the prompt. The student then gives a
verbal response. After each answer, tap the
green (correct) or red (incorrect) button to
score the student’s verbal response. Move to
the next card by sliding the card currently on
the display screen to the side, and the next
image appears. Move to the next player by
sliding the bar at the top of the screen.
Want to keep up with the latest happenings in
space? NASA Nowt provides the latest
information and updates from NASA. The
data included is: breaking news from NASA,
the latest from the Ames Research and the
Goddard Spaceflight centers, the image of the
day, topical news updates, the latest
information on named hurricanes, and news
from their missions. Any of the content can be
shared by email or on the popular socialnetworking sites. All images are courtesy of
NASA.
Read eBooks and listen to audiobooks from
your library using OverDrive Media Console.
More than 27,000 libraries worldwide offer
titles via OverDrive, so download the app and
add your library today.
With the help of a friendly piggy bank, kids
practice sorting and counting coins to earn
virtual money--all the while learning fun facts
about U.S. currency. They learn to recognize
and sort coins based on value, adding up
multiple coins, and more. Turn the audio on,
and they'll hear the coins clinking as they
move them, and a friendly child's voice
reading the fun facts.

Problem solving, reasoning, decision making,
and applying solid strategies etc. and Algebra.

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

High quality scenery and music. Fun and
engaging game mechanics. Learn to count,
recognize colors and expand vocabulary.

Math

Ages 2-5

Select all 56 cards or just the ones you want
to see. Track correct and incorrect
responses for an unlimited number of
players.

Vocabulary

All Ages

Science

All Ages

Simple menus put everything a swipe and a
tap away. First-time user guidance. The app
now provides some guidance to help new
users get started.

Reading

All Ages

Teaches children about money with a fun
game. Show how to recognize and sort
coins. Discover interesting facts about U.S.
currency.

Money

Ages 4-7

Detailed instructions and illustrations.
Dozens of clearly written hints and tips.
Hundreds of walk-through guides and
examples. Intuitive book-like interface.
Attractive, inviting format.

Math

All Ages

Get the latest NASA news on your Android
device. Find news, images, mission briefs,
and more. Track the progress of named
hurricanes.

APPLICATION

PRESCHOOL ALL-IN-ONE

READY TO PRINT

SPACE PHYSICS

STARFALL ALL ABOUT
ME

STARFALL LEARN TO
READ

DESCRIPTION
This app focuses on 6 areas:
-ALPHABET
-NUMBERS
-SHAPES
-COLORS
-ANIMALS
-DAYS OF THE WEEK & MONTHS
Click on any item on the screen to hear
pronunciation or sound effects.

Ready to Print was created by an Occupational
Therapist with over twenty years of
experience working with children. It is a
comprehensive tool for parents, therapists and
educators to help teach pre-writing skills to
children in order to build a strong foundation
for beginning printers.

Space Physics offers players a simple goal of
guiding a ball from one area of the screen to
another--the means of doing so, however,
remains entirely up to you. Watch in
amazement as a few circles and lines turn into
a moving car, or surprise yourself with new
ways to solve old problems. With 80 different
levels and a host of different ways to solve
each puzzle, the only limit is your
imagination!
Create and interact with his or her Me
Character. Players learn essential vocabulary
while making choices about everyday objects,
body parts, pets, and household environments.
This app is excellent for emerging readers and
English language learners.
Each numbered section features a vowel sound
and its related spelling. Children will hear,
touch, read and eventually master this soundspelling through a variety of engaging
activities, movies, and songs. Children will
come to recognize the relationship between
spoken and written language while having fun
learning to read. This app is excellent for
emerging readers and English language
learners.

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

Fun learning for children. Fun graphics.
Educational

Various

Pre K

Writing

All Ages

Physics

All Ages

Customizable Character Avatar. Interactive
Books. Interactive Vocabulary Games.
Songs

Vocabulary &
Social Skills

All Ages

Learn to Read. Books, Games, Songs, and
Movies. Phonics and High Frequency
Words

Language
Arts

All Ages

Allows you to change size settings to match
each child's skill level. Features a
progression from larger hand movements to
smaller, more refined movements. Lets you
choose which activity and level to begin on.
Allows setting up multiple user profiles,
each with different settings. Provides
optional feedback measurements for speed
and accuracy. Records progress for multiple
users.

Bring your drawings to life in this colorful
puzzler. Find multiple solutions to the same
puzzle--the only limit is your imagination.
Play through 80 different levels that steadily
increase in difficulty. Use a realistic
physics engine to create rotating gears,
levers, and even moving cars

APPLICATION

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

STORY DICE

Story Dice is a creative tool to prompt ideas
for plot, character, and setting. This idea
generator can be used effectively for both
written and oral storytelling.

Choose number of dice to roll, 1-10.
Realistic dice sounds and still images. 140
pictograms in dictionary. No reading
necessary. Game instructions and activity
ideas included in app.

Literacy

Ages 3 & up

TIMERS4ME &
STOPWATCH

Timers4Me is a powerful time tool. You can
use this tool to create and manage multiple
timers, use it as a stopwatch, or even an alarm
clock.

Create timers for multiple purposes and run
them simultaneously. Set up timer icons
and categories. Associate timers with
ringtones and MP3s. Set up snooze and
timer logs, or use it as a stopwatch or alarm
clock.

Time

All Ages

TIMERS4ME &
STOPWATCH PRO

Timers4Me Plus is an easy-to-use count down
timer tool to create and manage multiple
timers, such as parking timer, cooking timer,
working timer, napping timer, sports timer and
more. The best timer tool you must have!

Personalize alarms/timers with individual
ringtones or MP3s. Display elapsed time
(count up) or remaining time (countdown).
Sort timers by label/last used time/timer
length. Sort timer log by Label/Start
Time/End Time. Specify a target time to
countdown (like an alarm clock).

Time

All Ages

Cut and trim hair with the scissors and
electric hair trimmer. Wash hair with
shampoo, shower, and towel. Use the
hairdryer to get the right look. 9 hair
colours to choose and combine. Lots of
accessories for the final touch.

Social Skills

All Ages

Social Skills

All Ages

Science

All Ages

TOCA HAIR SALON 2

TOCA KITCHEN

TOCA LAB

In this kid-friendly, super-creative app, you
get to run your very own hair salon, with six
fun characters to choose from. Cut, color and
style any way you want, using lots of different
tools – from a simple comb and scissors to a
curling iron and a straightener. Trim
mustaches, spray mohawks bright pink and
give someone the curls they’ve always
wanted!
We created this educational app for kids to
give the mud cakes a new face, a complete
virtual make-over which the kids will love!
The characters fearful reactions to different
meals will make you giggle. Does the cat like
salty fish? Would the boy eat potatoes and
greens? Mix and mismatch you own meal with
no high scores or time limits in this fun
cooking app.
Welcome to Toca Lab! Explore the colorful
and electrifying world of science and meet all
118 of the elements from the periodic table.
Discover elements by experimenting with the
lab tools!

Four cute characters to cook for - each with
their own favorite food! 12 different
ingredients that can be prepared in 180
different ways! Slice, boil, fry, cook,
microwave or mix any of the ingredients.
Optional vegetarian mode!

Meet the 118 elements from the periodic
table. 6 different tools to experiment with.
A new & unique way to get introduced to
science. Beautiful original artwork

APPLICATION

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

Learning to count is as easy as 1, 2, 3! Watch
children discover the simple joy of learning as
they tap and count along. Designed for young
minds and tiny fingers, the gameplay is simple
and without fuss - filled with heaps of
lighthearted fun and even more room to grow!

Child-friendly interface with no
complicated menus. More than 130 objects
to count along to. 10 categories: animals,
transport, shapes, household objects,
musical instruments, toys, insects, food,
ocean creatures and outdoor objects. Clear
and pleasant voice guide spoken by native
speakers. Available in 8 languages:
English, French, Spanish, Japanese,
German, Swedish, Chinese Mandarin and
Italian. Fully adjustable game settings.
Beautiful real life photographs of objects.
Cheery background music track that can be
easily switched on or off.

Mathematics

Pre K - K

TODDLER COUNTING 123
Free

Learning to count is as easy as 1, 2, 3! Watch
children discover the simple joy of learning as
they tap and count along. Designed for young
minds and tiny fingers, the gameplay is simple
and without fuss - filled with heaps of
lighthearted fun and even more room to grow!

Child-friendly interface with no
complicated menus. More than 130 objects
to count along to. 10 categories: animals,
transport, shapes, household objects,
musical instruments, toys, insects, food,
ocean creatures and outdoor objects. Clear
and pleasant voice guide spoken by native
speakers. Available in 8 languages:
English, French, Spanish, Japanese,
German, Swedish, Chinese Mandarin and
Italian. Fully adjustable game settings.
Beautiful real life photographs of objects.
Cheery background music track that can be
easily switched on or off.

Mathematics

Pre K - K

TRACING ABC

Get children on track to perfect penmanship
with the Tracing ABC app for your Android
device. Ideal for children four years and older,
the Tracing ABC app has a simple and
engaging interface designed to help children
print letters, numbers, and various shapes with
ease and confidence.

Add your own words and record them for
the little ones to learn. Different modes of
play to learn letters and numbers. Capital
letters. Lower-case letters. Digits. Shapes.
Letter Customization screen. Full words
list consisting of 80% of the elementary
school words, categorized for
ages/difficulties. New and improved sound
effects. Crisp new graphics scheme.

Writing

4yrs. +

U.S. PRESIDENTS

Learn about the U.S. presidents - years in
office, birthplace, trivia, party, vice presidents
and more. Test yourself with Quiz mode. Find
presidents by search or index. Kick-back and
enjoy a presidential parade!

Learn about the U.S. Presidents. Test
yourself with Quiz mode. Find presidents
by search or index.

Social Studies

Guidance
Suggested

TODDLER COUNTING 123

APPLICATION

UNDERSTANDING
INFERENCES FUN DECK

W.E.L.D.E.R

WORD BALL

DESCRIPTION
52 illustrated picture flash cards (plus audio of
the text on each card). Select the cards you
want students to see, and have them answer
questions or complete sentences to help boost
their inferencing and reasoning skills. This
App is simple to use — each student looks at
an illustration and either reads the prompt or
touches the screen to listen to the prompt. The
student then gives a verbal response. After
each answer, tap the green (correct) or red
(incorrect) button to score the student’s verbal
response. Move to the next card by sliding the
card currently on the display screen to the
side, and the next image appears. Move to the
next player by sliding the bar at the top of the
screen.
Weld words in the word machine! Create
clever combos and multiply your score using
gem and gold tiles. Spell new words as letters
cascade down the screen, and increase your
vocabulary by accessing the built-in dictionary
– discover definitions of words you never
even knew existed! Earn powerful special
abilities like Group, Reverse, and Jump
Swaps, and complete particularly tricky terms
with blank wooden pieces. Potentially
unlimited gameplay!
This fun app challenges your word-building
skills in a fast-paced game for Android. Play
with friends and beat the top scores. Test your
limits by keeping the letters alive and reach
the top levels. Gain achievements for different
word-building categories. Word Ball will
make you a "Word Master" in no time!

FEATURES

SKILL

AGE LEVEL

Select all 52 cards or just the ones you want
students to see. Enter in all your students'
names. Track correct/incorrect responses
for unlimited players at a time.

Vocabulary

All Ages

Adds addictive word game play to classic
pattern matching. Use special reverse,
group, and jump swaps to form words and
clear broken tiles. Multiple game modes
including Sandbox (infinite swaps) and
Broken Challenge (tough broken tile
levels). Undo your last move and have
another go. Combine multipliers in a single
word for thousands of points and tons of
swaps!

Vocabulary

Guidance
Suggested

Brain-teasing word game fun with HD
display graphics. 3 exciting game modes:
Classic, Frenzy, and Sprint. High scores
and achievements on OpenFeint. Extensive
dictionary of over 175,000 words.

Vocabulary

All Ages

